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Calculating the Conductivity of Molten Semiconductors
from First Principles

Cadmium telluride (CdTe) and
its alloys form an important
class of technological materi-

als used in a wide array of electro-
optic devices that include
high-performance infrared detectors
and room temperature radiation detec-
tors. However, the melt growth of
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Figure 1: A snapshot of liquid Cadmium Telluride (CdTe) showing the atomic structure
and distribution of electrons. The gray spheres localized around the Te atoms correspond
to surfaces of constant electron density. This illustrates the ionic character of the liquid
state—most electrons are found near Te atoms and not Cd atoms. Only bonds between Te
atoms are illustrated. The arrangement of Te atoms in the melt often resemble the chain
structures found in elemental Te solids.
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large crystals needed for these applica-
tions has proven to be very difficult.
To aid the understanding of inherent
difficulties in growth, a team of
researchers at the University of
Minnesota has been investigating the
properties of molten CdTe. These
investigators include Fellows of the

Supercomputing Institute, Professors
Jeff Derby and Jim Chelikowsky of
the Chemical Engineering and
Materials Science Department and
their graduate student researchers
Vitaliy Godlevsky and Manish Jain.
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Simulating the properties of liquid
semiconductors is a difficult problem
since liquids possess no inherent
symmetry or long range order. They
can only be characterized in a statis-
tical sense by sampling an ensemble
of states over a long computational
time period. University of Minnesota
researchers have developed first-prin-
ciples methods for predicting the
electronic and structural properties
of liquids. To model a liquid ensem-
ble, a supercell geometry with peri-
odic boundary conditions is defined,
and the temperature of the liquid is
controlled via a fictive heat bath.
Unlike traditional molecular dynam-
ics methods, the trajectories of parti-
cles within the liquid are calculated
using fully quantum mechanical
interatomic forces. By following tra-
jectories over a long computational
time period, statistical properties of
the liquid can be extracted.

In Figure 1, a snap-shot of liquid
CdTe is illustrated. Owing to the
quantum nature of the simulation,
the electronic states are known at each
time step; here, the distribution of the
electrons around the nuclei is indicat-
ed. Most of the electronic charge
remains localized on the Te atoms,
corresponding to a very ionic configu-
ration with significant electron trans-
fer. Since the electrons are fairly
localized, CdTe remains semiconduc-
tive in the liquid state. This behavior
contrasts with what is exhibited for

Figure 2: The frequency dependent electrical conductivity of CdTe (dashed line) and
GaAs (solid line) liquids. The dc-conductivity of CdTe in the liquid state is very low
compared to GaAs.

most semiconductors such as silicon,
germanium, and gallium arsenide
(GaAs), which are metallic in the
melt. Figure 2 compares the comput-
ed electrical conductivity versus fre-
quency for liquid CdTe and GaAs.
The conductivity in the dc-limit for
CdTe is approximately two orders of
magnitude smaller than that for
GaAs—a result consistent with exper-
imental measurements.

Work by this group is continuing
with an emphasis on diffusion proper-
ties within the liquid. For example,
the diffusion of zinc in CdTe is an
important quantity for modeling
macroscopic growth, but it is difficult
to measure. With the simulation tech-
niques developed in this program, this
becomes a straightforward calculation.

■

Calculating the Conductivity
of Molten Semiconductors
continued from page 1
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Computer Routine to Automate the Building of Protein
Structures into X-ray Crystallographic Electron Density Maps

In recent years, there have been
fantastic advances in the determi-
nation of protein and nucleic

acid structures by X-ray crystallogra-
phy. These include use of synchrotron
X-ray sources that allow the collection
of a complete data set in about five
minutes and the development of
sophisticated software to automate
many steps involved in converting X-
ray diffraction data into the final
structure. X-ray diffraction is propor-
tional to electron density, and knowl-
edge of this electron density “map”
allows one to identify the spatial posi-
tions of all atoms in the structure.

The first step in determining a new
protein structure is obtainment of a
rough estimate of this electron density
map. This estimate is obtained either
by combining data from native and

heavy atom derivatives or, if syn-
chrotron radiation is available, collect-
ing data at two different wavelengths
from a protein that has selenomethio-
nine substituted for the normal amino
acid methionine.

The second step is positioning the
amino acid residues of the protein in
this electron density map using the
previously determined amino acid
sequence. This is currently a time
consuming step, requiring the manual
building of the protein, one residue at
a time, into the map using a high-res-
olution monitor. Depending on the
size of the protein, this can take sever-
al weeks to more than a month of a
skilled investigators time.

The final step is to “refine” this ini-
tial structure by adjusting it until it
yields the optimal fit to the X-ray

diffraction data. Sophisticated com-
puter programs have been developed
to automate this refinement.

Professor David Levitt of the
Physiology Department at the
University of Minnesota has been
developing a program (MAID) to
automate the second step in this pro-
cedure—the building of the protein
into the initial map. He has broken
the problem into two steps. In the
first step, the map is searched to find
regions that are either α-helices or β-
sheets. These are regions in which
there are strong constraints on the
possible positions of the atoms. Once
these regions are located, a generic
amino acid sequence is optimally fit-
ted into the map. The second step is
to extend these fits into the “loop”
regions. This is a much more difficult
problem because there are fewer con-
straints on the possible structures and
because the map is usually poor in
these regions.  

Professor Levitt has developed a
complete graphic visualization pro-
gram to aid in the writing and testing
of the routines required for MAID.
The program is written in C++ and
uses OpenGL and Motif. The figure
to the left shows a snapshot of the
application of MAID to an experi-
mental preliminary electron density
map (not shown in the figure) that

Snapshot of a screen generated by MAID showing the agreement between the automat-
ed fit (maroon and white) and the final refined protein structure (yellow and blue).

continued on page 5
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Kinetic Simulations of Diamond Growth

Say the word diamond to most
people, and they think of
things like engagement rings,

the Crown Jewels, and certain James
Bond movies. However, diamond has
a less glamorous side as well. The
properties of diamond make it useful
in a wide variety of applications and
potential applications that range from
coatings to cutting tools to microelec-
tronic devices. Natural diamonds are
not suitable for many of these appli-
cations like those that employ dia-
mond as well-adhering, high surface
area films. For many years, synthetic
diamonds could be created only in
very high-pressure reactors, under
conditions like those found deep
under the surface of the Earth where
natural diamonds are born. The prob-
lem is that high-pressure methods are
expensive, cumbersome, and not
amenable to the production of high
surface area diamond films.

Over the past several years, low-
pressure chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) has emerged as a potential
alternative route to synthetic dia-
mond. The chief advantages of CVD-
based methods are low cost and
flexibility with respect to the form of
diamond that is deposited. A major
hurdle to the development of a com-
mercially viable diamond CVD pro-
cess is that it has proved difficult to
control diamond film microstructure.
Microstructure—the shape and size
distributions of the crystallites in a
polycrystalline film—is important

because it has a profound influence
on the properties and therefore the
usefulness of synthetic diamond.

Researchers in the Chemistry
Department at the University of
Minnesota have developed a new
approach for investigating how
microstructure develops during dia-
mond CVD. Using computer
resources provided by the
Supercomputing Institute, graduate
student Ron Brown has come up with
a way to simulate diamond growth
under conditions like those in a dia-
mond CVD reactor. This work was
done under the direction of Associate
Professor Jeffrey Roberts and Fellow
of the Supercomputing Institute
Christopher Cramer. What’s new
about Ron’s work is its focus on
microstructure development rather

than the overall growth rate and in
the way it combines high-level elec-
tronic structure calculations, kinetic
modeling, and Monte Carlo simula-
tion methods.

The starting point of this work is a
scheme of 69 different chemical reac-
tions, each of which accounts for one
of the important steps in the conver-
sion of the gas-phase methyl radical
(CH3) to solid diamond. A unique
feature of the kinetic scheme is its
inclusion of reactions that allow for
the migration of carbon-containing
fragments across a growing diamond
surface. The rate parameters for many
of these reactions were obtained from
literature sources, but those of others
were obtained using high-level quan-
tum chemical calculations. Once the
reaction rates were determined for

An illustration of the height of carbon atoms that result from simulations of diamond
film growth. This figure is from simulations at conditions that favor layered growth of
the film.
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the CVD conditions of interest, they
were used to simulate the accumula-
tion of diamond on a 30 × 30 array
of carbon atoms. The figures shown
here summarize the results of two
such simulations. In these figures,
which are called false-color topo-
graphic maps, the color scale is
defined so that the lighter and darker
shades indicate positions on the array
where more and less carbon has accu-
mulated, respectively. One of the
maps shows a much less even color
distribution than the other, due to
the formation of “pits” (the dark
regions) and “peaks” (the light
regions) during diamond deposition.
It turns out that the appearance of
pits and peaks correlates with the for-

mation of certain types of crystallite
surface structure, and thus with the
development of microstructure.

The immediate goal of the
Chemistry Department team is to
determine why certain sets of CVD
conditions favor the development of
one type of microstructure over
another. To that end, they already
have shown that surface migration
reactions play a critical role in the for-
mation of pits and peaks in a simulat-
ed diamond film. Future simulations
will explore a wider range of growth
conditions so different types of CVD
reactors may be compared directly.
Also, the simulation scheme will be
refined to encompass a wider variety
of diamond growth mechanisms.

■

was actually used to solve for the final
structure using the conventional man-
ual fitting technique. The final pro-
tein structure, obtained after intensive
refinement procedures, is indicated by
the yellow (main chain atoms) and
blue (side chain atoms) lines in the
figure. The test of MAID is to see if
the automatically fit protein structure,
indicated by the maroon (main chain)
and white (side chain) lines, agrees
with this final refined structure. One
example of the type of fit produced
by MAID is shown in the figure that
illustrates the fit to one helix region
(amino acids 53 to 68) and the exten-
sion into the loop region (amino acids
68 to 77). This fit is very good, accu-
rately fitting all the main chain and
most of the side chain atoms.

At present, MAID can accurately
fit more than 95% of the α-helix and
β-sheet regions in the map. However,
the extension into the loops is much
poorer, accurately fitting less than
50% of the amino acids. In the
future, the focus will be on improving
the fits in the loop regions making it
possible to completely automate what
is now the most time consuming step
in the solution of protein structures.

■

Building Protein Structures
continued from page 3

An illustration of the height of carbon atoms that result from simulations of diamond
film growth. This figure is from a simulation that leads to a rougher appearance.
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Turbulent flow arises in many
important engineering appli-
cations involving aircraft,

land vehicles, and various combustion
and propulsion systems. It is impor-
tant to understand and predict the
nature of these complex flows in order
to improve the performance of such
devices. Historically, most designs
have been forced to rely heavily on
experimental data for guidance
because the computer power was not
available to numerically solve the gov-
erning equations without invoking
limiting physical approximations.
This situation is beginning to change.

Professor Terry Simon of the
University of Minnesota’s Mechanical

bulent flows in configurations char-
acteristic of those occurring in critical
turbine components of aeropropul-
sion systems. Such a method requires
large computer resources, but it is
capable of achieving very realistic
results because very little ad hoc
modeling is employed to represent
the effects of turbulence. The
unsteady, three-dimensional motion
of the large eddies is resolved from
first principles, and modeling is used
only to account for the effects of
eddies smaller than the computation-
al grid itself. Such small eddies tend
to be nearly isotropic and universal.
Modeling generally plays a fairly
minor role in LES, and quite realistic
results are expected. In the numerical
simulations, it is possible to impose
temperature differences, heat flux lev-
els, and even rotation effects difficult
to establish in experimental pro-
grams. The simulations should reveal
aspects of fundamental physics that
are difficult or impossible to measure.
They should also provide informa-
tion useful in developing or refining
turbulence models for design-orient-
ed computer codes. Comparisons will
be made with the extensive experi-
mental results obtained by Professor
Simon’s research group.

The figures shown here are
examples taken from building-block
simulations already completed. These
include turbulent flow through a rib-
roughened channel and simple low-
speed channel flow with high heating
and cooling that leads to significant
variations in properties. The rib-

Engineering Department has been
working on the experimental aspects
of complex turbulent flows that
occur in gas turbine engines for sev-
eral years. His research group cur-
rently includes University of
Minnesota Graduate Students
Richard Kaszeta, Rohit Oke, Hitoshi
Sakamoto, Cynthia Satterness, and
Kebiao Yuan. Collaborative
researchers from Iowa State
University, including Professor
Richard Pletcher and his Graduate
Students Ning Meng, Ravikanth
Avancha, and Joon Lee, are working
on computer simulations of these
flows. The research effort is applying
large-eddy simulation (LES) to tur-

Large Eddy Simulation of Turbulent Flow and Heat
Transfer in Propulsion Systems

Velocity vectors showing flow pattern in a rib-roughened channel.  Pitch to height ratio
of ribs was 7.2; Reynolds number based on hydraulic diameter, 20,000.  Red denotes
high velocity, blue, low.
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roughened geometry is often used to
enhance heat transfer rates in cooling
passages of turbine blades. The simu-
lations have revealed significant den-
sity fluctuations that accompany
high rates of heating or cooling even
when the Mach number of the flow
is very small. In general, heating was
found to suppress turbulent velocity
fluctuations while cooling promoted
velocity fluctuations.

Future simulations will be directed
toward the more complex flow condi-
tions observed in turbomachines.
Planned studies include the evaluation
of the effects of rotation on flows
with heat transfer, the simulation of
film cooling flows, and work on tran-
sition and separation under condi-
tions representative of a low-pressure
turbine. The simulations are intended
to complement Professor Simon’s
experimental studies.

■

Contours of instantaneous streamwise velocity in channel flow with constant heat flux
heating resulting in Tw/Tb = 1.49; Reynolds number, 10,810.  Red indicates high val-
ues, blue, low.

Contours of instantaneous temperature in channel flow with constant heat flux heat-
ing resulting in Tw/Tb = 1.49; Reynolds number, 10,810.  Red indicates high values,
blue, low.
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Winter and Spring Undergraduate Interns for 1999

During Winter and Spring
Quarters, the
Supercomputing Institute

sponsored an Undergraduate
Internship Program for eleven
University of Minnesota undergradu-
ates. These interns were chosen from
twenty-three applicants to work ten-
week appointments with faculty
investigators from the University of
Minnesota. The program allowed the
students to perform research in close
collaboration with these faculty inves-
tigators and their research groups and
to discuss research with faculty mem-
bers, post-doctoral associates, gradu-
ate students, and other interns with
similar interests.

The program helps promote
undergraduate involvement in ongo-
ing and new research in scientific
computing, digital technology, and
visualization in the physical, medical,
and social sciences and engineering.
New software development efforts for
scientific computing and graphics
support for such research are also sup-
ported with the main goal being to
carry out useful and interesting
research. Overall, this program pro-
vides an opportunity for challenging
and enriching educational experiences
for undergraduate students interested
in pursuing graduate or professional
education and research in scientific
computing and graphics.

Project Descriptions

Stefan Debbert worked with
Professor Christopher Cramer of the
Chemistry Department during
Winter Quarter on didehydroarenes,
long known as reactive intermediates.
Hydrogen-abstracting propensities of

didehydroarenes are closely tied to the
separation between their singlet and
triplet spin states. Relative energies for
these states can be influenced by
geometry and incorporation of het-
eroatoms into the aromatic ring.
Properties of the benzynes, pyridynes,
and pyridynium cations were com-
pared and contrasted. Singlet-triplet
splittings in the pyridynium cations
and 1H hyperfine couplings in the
protonated pyridyl radicals were
found to be well correlated.

David Dermer worked with
Professor J. Ilja Siepmann of the
Chemistry Department during
Winter Quarter. They studied Monte
Carlo calculations for perfluoroalka-
nes and their mixtures with alkanes
and semifluorinated alkanes. Vapor-
liquid coexistence curves of normal
perfluoroalkanes with two to eight
carbon atoms were calculated using
configurational-bias Monte Carlo cal-
culations in the Gibbs ensemble. A
new set of united-atom Lennard-Jones
interaction parameters for normal
perfluoroalkanes were derived from
fitting to saturated liquid densities
and critical temperatures. The influ-
ence of semifluorinated alkane surfac-
tants on the solubility of alkanes in
perfluoroalkanes was also investigated.

Daniel Dittmer worked with
Professor Alon McCormick of the
Chemical Engineering and Materials
Science Department during Spring
Quarter on simulating the adsorption
of xylene in zeolites. Zeolites are high-
ly crystalline alumino-silicate frame-
works whose pore sizes can be
modified for use as molecular sieves.
Cation effects can also be introduced
by changing the silicon to aluminum
ratio. Xylene is a colorless, oily, liquid

aromatic hydrocarbon that can be
obtained from petroleum. Separation
of the isomers in xylene is difficult
using standard distillation techniques.
Finding a zeolite that would selective-
ly absorb a particular isomer of xylene
is then beneficial. The simulation of
adsorption of xylene in zeolites was
accomplished using several FORTRAN

programs developed and run on IBM
SP supercomputers. Analysis of the
resulting data was performed using
software on SGI workstations.

Derek Dolney worked with
Professors Donald Truhlar and
Christopher Cramer of the
Chemistry Department as an intern
during Spring Quarter. Their work
presented three new parameterized
solvation models in which the elec-
trostatic part of the calculation is
based on the conductor-like screening
model (COSMO) parameterized for
use with semiempirical Hamiltonians.
Convergence of the calculated polar-
ization free energies with respect to
the numerical parameters of the
model was examined. Accuracy and
precision of the calculated values
were improved by adjusting two
parameters that control segmentation.
Accuracy was further improved by
adopting an optimized set of empiri-
cal electrostatic atomic radii.
COSMO was then combined with
SM5 surface tension functionals to
compute the non-electrostatic por-
tions of the solvation free energy.

David Dreytser worked with
Professor David Thomas of the
Biochemistry, Molecular Biology, and
Biophysics Department during
Winter and Spring Quarter on modi-
fying the three-dimensional, atomic
model of phospholamban, a 52 amino
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acid integral membrane protein of the
sarcoplasmic reticulum, using molecu-
lar simulation software. This involved
a search to find favorable packing
arrangements for pentameric forms of
phospholamban and modeling of its
mutants. Their relative stabilities were
then measured, and a suitable spacer
was found. This required comparing
the viability of different spacers with
each other using molecular dynamics
programs with an applied force
between the bonding sites in order to
force the spacer and phospholamban
together. Results were consistent with
laboratory experiments and provided
a good structural model of the pen-
tameric transmembrane domain of
phospholamban.

Michael Enz worked with
Professor David Thomas of the
Biochemistry, Molecular Biology, and
Biophysics Department during
Winter and Spring Quarter on simu-
lating random motion of spin labels
attached to myosin molecules.
Simulations and analysis were done
on five different regulatory domain,
myosin mutants. All mutants had
previously been created in the wet-
lab, so order parameter data was
compared with simulations. A strong
correlation was found between the
simulated and experimental order
parameters for the mutants investi-
gated. Continued work was done to
find a lower energy starting structure.
Overall, the orientation of the spin
label was found to be highly depen-
dent on the initial structure.

Zack Greskowiak worked with
Professors Douglas Ohlendorf of the
Biochemistry, Molecular Biology, and
Biophysics Department during Spring
Quarter. Zack’s project was designed

to find out which sites or portions of
the TSST need to be mutated in
order to bind to class I MHCs. The
TSST is known to bind to class II
MHCs and their structures have been
solved. Zack worked on comparing
and contrasting the known class II
MHCs and all relevant binding TSST
data to the class I MHCs to find sim-
ilarities between them.

Justin Hietala worked with
Professor J. Woods Halley of the
Physics Department during Winter
and Spring Quarter on modeling
evaporation of helium atoms by send-
ing a pulse through a metal film adja-
cent to a film of helium. The
absorption of these atoms by a
bolometer was also studied. Justin
varied the kapitza resistances and
temperature dependence in the spe-
cific heat calculation to see what
effects differences in these would
have on the overall temperature ver-
sus time dependence. He then made
the number of atoms in the source
dynamic by changing the thickness of
the film as atoms were evaporated off.
The code was then rewritten for the
calculation of the power the atoms
carry as they reach the bolometer
after being evaporated.

Justin Sytsma worked with
Professor George Wilcox of the
Pharmacology Department during
Winter and Spring Quarter on math-
ematical modeling of different pain
fiber geometries and their affect of
action potential generation and prop-
agation. Justin started with a simple
single compartment model for an
unmyelinated axon at a single point
in space that used a sodium current to
produce the initial depolarization of
the action potential. A leak current

was used for the repolarization. This
model was extended to include multi-
ple points along the length of the
axon. Work was then done on dis-
playing the information from the sim-
ulations in an easily readable,
graphical form.

Matthew Young worked with
Professor Dennis Hejhal of the
Mathematics Department during
Spring Quarter on studying
Lacunary Fourier Series. Matthew
coded a C program that computes
the distribution function and first to
tenth moments of Lacunary Fourier
Series. The program was run for typ-
ical examples and was tracked on
how quickly the distribution con-
verges to the normal distribution. In
addition, investigations were made to
see if the moments converged to nor-
mal distribution moments. The
numerical data indicates that the
moments do converge.

Chun-Hung Yu worked with
Professor L.E. Scriven of the
Chemical Engineering and Materials
Science Department during Winter
and Spring Quarter on the basic
design of a slot coating die. The uni-
formity of the flow delivered by the
often chosen two-chamber-and-two-
slot design was compared with the
simpler one-chamber-and-one-slot
design by models in which chamber
flow is approximated by variable
Poiseuille flow in a circular tube. In
the simpler case, the model lead to a
linear, second-order ordinary differen-
tial equation (ODE); in the two-
chamber-and-two-slot case, the model
lead to a linear fourth-order ODE
solved here for the first time.

■
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Future Symposia

Speakers and Topics

Dora Angelaki, Washington University School of Medicine
Coding of Movement in Inertial Space: Computational Problems and 
Neuronal Strategies

Andrew Barto, University of Massachusetts
Learning to Reach via Corrective Movements: A Neural Model

Stephen Cannon, Harvard University
Chaotic Consequences of Sodium Channel Mutations that Disrupt Inactivation

James Clark, McGill University, Canada
Premotor Models of Spatial Attention and Eye Movement

Henrietta Galiana, McGill University, Canada
The Role of Central Topology in Sensory Fusion for Oculomotor Control

Gregory Hager, Yale University
Vision-based Tracking and Manipulation of 3-D Objects: The Argument against 
Reconstruction

Mitsuo Kawato, Advanced Telecommunications Research Institute, Japan
Cerebellar Internal Models for Robotics and Cognition

Tommy Liljefors, Royal Danish School of Pharmacy, Denmark
Computational Studies of Molecular Properties of Neurotransmitter Receptor 
Ligands in Relation to Their Receptor Binding

Steven Lisberger, University of California–San Francisco
How Visual Motion Signals for Pursuit are Represented in and Decoded from the  
Cortical Motion Areas

Mark Sansom, Oxford University, England
Simulation Studies of Potassium Channels

Laurence Trussell, Oregon Hearing Research Center and the Vollum Institute
The Dynamics of Transmitter Release and its Role in Shaping Neural Responses

Harel Weinstein, Mt. Sinai School of Medicine
Computational Experiments Reveal Molecular Mechanisms in Signal Transduction 
by Membrane Proteins

More Information
More information is available on the
World Wide Web at:

www.compneuro.umn.edu/symposia.html

or by sending email to:

clinton@compneuro.umn.edu

Scholarships
Funds are available to provide scholar-
ship support for the attendance of
graduate students and postdoctoral
associates who present or are co-
authors of poster papers. A scholar-
ship includes the full registration fee
plus up to $800 for travel expenses.
The deadline for applying for scholar-
ship awards is August 22, 1999.

First Annual University of Minnesota 
Computational Neuroscience Symposium

October 7–8, 1999

The Computational
Neuroscience Program of the
University of Minnesota, in

conjunction with the Department of
Neuroscience, the Graduate Programs
in Scientific Computation and
Neuroscience, and the
Supercomputing Institute for Digital
Simulation and Advanced
Computation, will host a symposium
on computational neuroscience on
October 7 and 8 at the University of
Minnesota campus. Topics include
molecular mechanisms in ion chan-
nels, signal transduction, neurotrans-
mission and receptors, computational
models of vistibular and oculomotor
control, robotics and computer
vision, and neural network models.
The Computational Neuroscience
Program is supported in part by the
National Science Foundation.

Poster Papers
The program committee has issued a
call for poster papers related to the
conference’s topics. The deadline for
submitting poster paper abstracts is
August 22, 1999. Poster paper
abstracts should be submitted to:

Kathleen Clinton
University of Minnesota
Box 451 Mayo Memorial Building
420 Delaware Street SE
Minneapolis, MN 55455

or, abstracts can be submitted elec-
tronically (postscript) to:

clinton@compneuro.umn.edu

The maximum length of the abstract
should be one (1) page. Poster papers
in all areas of computational neuro-
science are encouraged.
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What do Hippocampal
Neuronal Ensembles Really

Encode?

Professor Bruce McNaughton
Department of Psychology

University of Arizona
Tuscon, Arizona

Hippocampal neurons in freely
behaving rodents fire in a manner
highly correlated with the location of
the animal in its environment. Given
prior knowledge of where each cell
fires, the position of the animal can
be reconstructed from an ensemble of
50–100 simultaneously recorded cells
with a space-time accuracy of a few
millimeters and a few hundred mil-
liseconds. Moreover, the hippocampal
ensemble corresponding to a given
location can be activated with consid-
erable accuracy purely on the basis of
self-motion information, provided
that the animal knows its starting
location (i.e., the hippocampus can
be driven by a process of path inte-
gration). Such observations provide a
cornerstone of the hypothesis that the
hippocampus serves as the neural
substrate of “cognitive maps.” The
map concept implies that there is
metric structure in the hippocampal
firing pattern from which spatial rela-
tionships can be inferred (either by
the animal itself, or by the physiolo-
gist attempting to read the ensemble
code). Two dimensional metric struc-
ture is indeed observed under certain
specific experimental conditions, but

Colloquium Series

it appears to be the exception rather
than the rule. Also, the collective
activity patterns of hippocampal neu-
rons in a given environment can
exhibit spontaneous global rearrange-
ments in response to internal state
and behavioral context variables
which do not involve changes in
external landmarks. The most parsi-
monious interpretation of these and
other observations appears to be that
hippocampal activity patterns result
from cooperative interactions among
a large number of neurons, each of
which is at best very weakly tuned to
particular external features. The activ-
ity expressed by the hippocampus in

a given spatial-behavioral context is
probably most usefully thought of as
a randomly generated tag or “index
code.” Spontaneous or associative
reactivation of such a tag or sequence
of tags may aid—via the hip-
pocampo-cortical return pathways—
in the coordinated retrieval of the
diverse elements of a given episode
from the various weakly intercon-
nected cortical modules in which the
elements are stored. Evidence for the
spontaneous retrieval of hippocampal
index tags and the corresponding
neocortical activity patterns will be
described.

■

Cognitive Neuroscience Colloquium Series

Professor Seong-Gi Kim (left) leads Professor Bruce McNaughton (right) on a tour of
the Center for Magnetic Resonance Research at the University of Minnesota.
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Brian Lake visited the Institute
from Myrias Software Corporation in
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada where he
has 12 years of parallel system devel-
opment experience. Brian presented a
seminar on PAMS (Parallel
Application Management System)
from Myrias. PAMS is an application
programming interface that allows
shared memory parallel program
development on a distributed memo-
ry machine such as the IBM SP or a
cluster of workstations. The unique
memory coherency capabilities allow
parallelization without the typical
line-by-line dependency checking
required by other shared memory
environments. According to the devel-
oper, PAMS has been used on large
commercial applications to achieve
speedup with little source modifica-
tion. PAMS is installed on the
Institute’s IBM SP.

This talk was geared to scientific
programmers desiring parallel perfor-
mance on the IBM SP who wish to
determine if PAMS will benefit their
application. The talk began with a
short summary of the capabilities
and features of PAMS, with primary
emphasis being on those features
available to ensure parallel correct-
ness in the application. Achieving
parallel correctness using PAMS is

usually straightforward, but moving
from parallel correctness to parallel
performance is where most users
require assistance.

The majority of this talk outlined
the architecture and accompanying
performance model of PAMS. The
major PAMS facilities (I/O subsystem
and Virtual Memory management)
were introduced, and the accompany-
ing statistical monitoring subsystem

was explained. A logical process was
outlined for evaluating uniprocessor
performance, improving uniprocessor
performance, and then extending the
software to a 2-processor execution
model. At this point, several facilities
are available to examine and improve
program performance. Once complet-
ing this step, the PAMS user may
specify virtually any number of pro-
cessors for their program execution.

■

Special Seminars

The Shared Memory Programming Model of Myrias
Software Corporation’s PAMS on the IBM SP

Supercomputing Institute User Support Specialists Birali Runesha (left) and Shuxia
Zhang (center) talk with Brian Lake (right) about some technical aspects of PAMS
after the seminar.
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Visitors

Dr. Gianni Royer (center) visited
Minneapolis from the University of
Parma in Italy to meet with Professor
Roger Fosdick (left) of the Aerospace
Engineering and Mechanics
Department at the University of
Minnesota. Dr. Royer worked with
Professor Fosdick and his research
group, including Eric Petersen (right),
on fundamental problems of nonlin-
ear continuum mechanics. In particu-
lar, he investigated the existence and
structure of states of minimum poten-
tial energy within elasticity theory
under the constraint that admissible
deformations be injective.
Historically, this constraint has not
been employed, and in some impor-
tant cases, the currently acceptable
solution to certain elasticity problems
unfortunately exhibits regions of
interpenetrability of material which
implies that the related deformation
field is not injective. Thus, it is
important to affect the constraint of
injectivity, and this creates both a
mathematically and computationally
challenging problem which has been

part of Professor Fosdick’s
Supercomputing Institute research
program for some time. Together,
Fosdick and Royer developed a key
existence theorem and set the ground-
work for further computational explo-
ration. It is planned that the
computational aspects of this work
will be developed by Dr. Adair

Aguiar, a recent graduate of the
Department of Aerospace Engineering
and Mechanics Department at the
University of Minnesota and a mem-
ber of Professor Fosdick’s research
group for the past several years.

Dr. Royer will return to the
University during the month of
August to continue this work.
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Dr. Qun Lin (center) of the
Institute of Systems Sciences,
Academia Sinica, Beijing meets with
Fellows of the Supercomputing
Institute, Professors Mitchell Luskin
(left) and Bernardo Cockburn (right),
from the Mathematics Department at
the University of Minnesota. Dr. Lin’s
visit began a collaboration trying to
make the discontinuous Galerkin
method more accurate. This method
currently has an order of accuracy one
half less than the best possible order
in arbitrary meshes. Dr. Lin is a lead-
ing expert in the analysis of the dis-
continuous Galerkin method and is
working with Professor Cockburn to
see if the optimal order of accuracy
can be achieved by a suitable modifi-
cation of the method.

Visitors



Research Reports
Names of University of Minnesota principal investigators appear in bold type.

Aerospace Engineering and
Mechanics

° 99/89, April 1999
Steady Flow and Interfacial Shapes
of a Highly Viscous Dispersed Phase
R. Bai and D.D. Joseph

° 99/97, May 1999
Flow Induced Microstructure in
Newtonian and Visoelastic Fluids
D.D. Joseph

° 99/98, May 1999
A New Formulation of the
Distributed Lagrange
Multiplier/Fictitious Domain
Method for Particulate Flows
N.A. Patankar, P. Singh, D.D.
Joseph, R. Glowinski, and T.-W.
Pan

° 99/100, May 1999
Effects of Shear Thinning on
Migration of Neutrally Buoyant
Particles in Pressure Driven Flow on
Newtonian and Viscoelastic Fluids
P.Y. Huang and D.D. Joseph

° 99/45, March 1999
Microstructural Evolution in
Orthotropic Elastic Media
P.H. Leo, J. Lowengrub, and Q.
Nie

° 99/44, March 1999
A Comparison of Experiments and
Simulations on Pinch-Off in Round
Jets
E.K. Longmire, J. Lowengrub,
and D.L. Gefroh

Astronomy

° 99/61, April 1999
3-D Simulations of the MHD
Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability
T.W. Jones, D. Ryu, and A. Frank

° 99/88, April 1999
Exploiting the Power of DSM and
SMP Clusters for Parallel CFD
P.R. Woodward, S.E. Anderson,
D.H. Porter, D. Dinge, I.V. Sytine,
T. Ruwart, M. Jacobs, R.H.
Cohen, B.C. Curtis, W.P.
Dannevik, A.M. Dimits, D.E.
Eliason, A.A. Mirin, K.-H.
Winkler, and S.W. Hodson

Chemical Engineering and
Materials Science

° 99/92, May 1999
Parallel Methods and Tools for
Predicting Material Properties
A. Stathopoulos, S. Ogut, Y. Saad,
J.R. Chelikowsky, and H. Kim

° 99/119, July 1999
First Principles Calculations of
Liquid CdTe at Temperatures Above
and Below the Melting Point
V. Godlevsky, M. Jain, J.J. Derby,
and J.R. Chelikowsky

° 99/72, April 1999
A Finite Element Analysis of
Intermediate-Stage and Late-Stage
Sintering of Polymeric Particles
R. Hooper, C.W. Macosko, and
J.J. Derby

° 99/91, May 1999
Modeling Segregation and
Convection during the Growth of
Ternary Alloys under Terrestrial and
Microgravity Conditions
J.J. Derby, N. Ponde, V.F. de
Almeida, and A. Yeckel

° 99/93, May 1999
Effect of Accelerated Crucible
Rotation on Melt Composition in
High-Pressure Vertical Bridgman
Growth of Cadmium Zinc Telluride
A. Yeckel and J.J. Derby

° 99/101, June 1999
An Analysis of Flow and Mass
Transfer During the Solution
Growth of Potassium Titanyl
Phosphate
B. Vartak, Y.-I. Kwon, A. Yeckel,
and J.J. Derby

° 99/75, April 1999
Ab Initio Study of the Elastic
Behavior of MgSiO3 Ilmenite at
High Pressure
C.R.S. da Silva, B.B. Karki, L.
Stixrude, and R.M. Wentzcovitch

° 99/76, April 1999
Ab Initio Structure of MgSiO3
Ilmenite at High Pressure
B.B. Karki, W. Duan, C.R.S. da
Silva, and R.M. Wentzcovitch

° 99/77, April 1999
High Pressure Phases of GaAsO4
Searched by First Principles
W. Duan, R.M. Wentzcovitch,
and J.R. Chelikowsky
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° 99/78, April 1999
High Pressure Elastic Anisotropy of
MgSiO3 Perovskite and Geophysical
Implications
R.M. Wentzcovitch, B.B. Karki, S.
Karato, and C.R.S. da Silva

° 99/79, April 1999
Normal and Inverse Ringwoodite at
High Pressures
B. Kiefer, L. Stixrude, and R.M.
Wentzcovitch

° 99/81, April 1999
Elasticity of Alumina by First
Principles
W. Duan, B.B. Karki, and R.M.
Wentzcovitch

° 99/105, June 1999
Ab Initio Investigation of the High
Pressure Elasticity of Mg2SiO4
Forsterite and Ringwoodite
L. Stixrude, R.M. Wentzcovitch,
C.R.S. da Silva, and B. Kiefer

° 99/80, April 1999
Seismic Velocities of Major Silicate
and Oxide Phases of the Lower
Mantle
B.B. Karki and L. Stixrude

Chemistry

° 99/48, April 1999
Superacidity and
Superelectrophilicity of
BF3–Carbonyl Complexes
J. Ren, C.J. Cramer, and R.R.
Squires

° 99/99, May 1999
Quantum Chemical
Characterization of the Cyclization
of the Neocarzinostatin
Chromophore to the 1,5-
Didehydroindene Biradical
C.J. Cramer and R.R. Squires

° 99/111, June 1999
Wild-type RNA MicrohelixAla and
3:70 Variants: Molecular Dynamics
Analysis of Local Helical Structure
and Tightly Bound Water
M.C. Nagan, S.S. Kerimo, K.
Musier-Forsyth, and C.J. Cramer

° 99/87, April 1999
Transferable Potentials for Phase
Equilibria.  3. Explicit-Hydrogen
Description of Normal Alkanes
B. Chen and J.I. Siepmann

° 99/41, March 1999
Quantum Mechanism in the
Photodissociation of NaFH
Complex:  A Challenge to
Semiclassical Analysis
Y. Zeiri, G. Katz, R. Kosloff, M.S.
Topaler, D.G. Truhlar, and J.C.
Polanyi

° 99/42, March 1999
Mapped Interpolation Scheme for
Single-Point Energy Corrections in
Reaction Rate Calculations and a
Critical Evaluation of Dual-Level
Reaction Path Dynamics Methods
Y.-Y. Chuang, J.C. Corchado, and
D.G. Truhlar

° 99/43, March 1999
Analytic Potential Energy Surfaces
and their Couplings for the
Electronically Nonabiabatic
Chemical Processes Na(3p) + H2 →
Na(3s) + H2 and Na(3p) + H2 →
NaH + H
M.D. Hack and D.G. Truhlar

° 99/66, April 1999
Analytical Energy Gradients of a
Self-Consistent Reaction-Field
Solvation Model Based on CM2
Atomic Charges
T. Zhu, J. Li, D.A. Liotard, C.J.
Cramer, and D.G. Truhlar

° 99/67, April 1999
Quantum Mechanical Dynamical
Effects in an Enzyme-Catalyzed
Proton Transfer Reaction
C. Alhambra, J. Gao, J.C.
Corchado, J. Villa, and D.G.
Truhlar

° 99/68, April 1999
Exciplex Funnel Resonances in
Chemical Reaction Dynamics:  The
Nonadiabatic Tunneling Case
Associated with an Avoided Crossing
at a Saddle Point
R.S. Friedman, T.C. Allison, and
D.G. Truhlar

° 99/69, April 1999
Infrared Absorption Line Strengths of
the Na . . . FH van der Waals
Molecule
M.S. Topaler, P. Piecuch, and D.G.
Truhlar

° 99/70, April 1999
Transition State Resonances in the
Reaction Cl + H2 → HCl + H
J. Srinivasan, T.C. Allison, D.W.
Schwenke, and D.G. Truhlar

° 99/102, June 1999
Are Semiclassical Methods Accurate
for Electronically Nonadiabatic
Transitions Between Weakly Coupled
Potential Energy Surfaces?
Y. Volobuev, M.D. Hack, and
D.G. Truhlar

° 99/103, June 1999
Infinite Basis Limits in Electronic
Structure Theory
P.L. Fast, M.L. Sanchez, and D.G.
Truhlar

° 99/106, June 1999
G2 with Proper Dissociation,
Improved Accuracy, and Less Cost
P.L. Fast, M.L. Sanchez, J.C.
Corchado, and D.G. Truhlar
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° 99/112, June 1999
Implicit Solvation Models:
Equilibria, Structure, Spectra, and
Dynamics
C.J. Cramer and D.G. Truhlar

° 99/120, July 1999
Application of a Universal Solvation
Model to Nucleic Acid Bases.
Comparison of Semiempirical
Molecular Orbital Theory, Ab Initio
Hartree-Fock Theory, and Density
Functional Theory
J. Li, C.J. Cramer, and D.G.
Truhlar

° 99/121, July 1999
Geometry Optimization with an
Infinite Basis Set
Y.-Y. Chuang and D.G. Truhlar

° 99/122, July 1999
Optimized Parameters for Scaling
Correlation Energy
P.L. Fast, J. Corchado, M.L.
Sanchez, and D.G. Truhlar

° 99/123, July 1999
Simple Approximation of Core-
Correlation Effects on Binding
Energies
P.L. Fast and D.G. Truhlar

° 99/124, July 1999
Accurate Dipole Moments from
Hartree-Fock Calculations by Means
of Class IV Charges
J. Li, J. Xing, C.J. Cramer, and
D.G. Truhlar

° 99/125, July 1999
Multi-Coefficient Correlation
Method for Quantum Chemistry
P.L. Fast, J.C. Corchado, M.L.
Sánchez, and D.G. Truhlar

° 99/126, July 1999
Multi-Coefficient Gaussian-3
Method for Calculating Potential
Energy Surfaces
P.L. Fast, M.L. Sánchez, and D.G.
Truhlar

° 99/127, July 1999
Variational Transition State Theory
with Optimized Orientation of the
Dividing Surface and Semiclassical
Tunneling Calculations for
Deuterium and Muonium Kinetic
Isotope Effects in the Free Radical
Association Reaction H + C2H4 →
C2H5
J. Villà, J.C. Corchado, A.
González-Lafont, J.M. Lluch, and
D.G. Truhlar

° 99/128, July 1999
Direct Dynamics for Free Radical
Kinetics in Solution: Solvent Effect
on the Rate Constant for the
Reaction of Methanol with Atomic
Hydrogen
Y.-Y. Chuang, M.L.
Radhakrishnan, P.L. Fast, C.J.
Cramer, and D.G. Truhlar

Civil Engineering

° 99/114, July 1999
Event-Specific Multiplicative
Cascade Models and an Application
to Rainfall
A. Cârsteanu, Venugopal V., and E.
Foufoula-Georgiou

° 99/115, July 1999
A Space-Time Downscaling Model
for Rainfall
Venugopal V., E. Foufoula-
Georgiou, and V. Sapozhnikov

° 99/116, July 1999
Effects of Subgrid Scale Rainfall
Variability on Short-Term Rainfall
Prediction
S. Zhang and E. Foufoula-
Georgiou

° 99/117, July 1999
Subgrid-Scale Rainfall Variability
and its Effects on Atmospheric and
Surface Variable Predictions
S. Zhang and E. Foufoula-
Georgiou

° 99/118, July 1999
Wavelet Analysis for Geophysical
Applications
P. Kumar and E. Foufoula-
Georgiou

° 99/94, May 1999
Simulated Fish Habitat Changes in
U.S. Lakes under Projected Climate
Warming Part 1.  Cool-Water Fish
in the Contiguous U.S.
X. Fang, H.G. Stefan, and S.R.
Alam

° 99/95, May 1999
Simulated Fish Habitat Changes in
U.S. Lakes under Projected Climate
Warming Part 2.  Cold-Water Fish
in the Contiguous U.S.
X. Fang, H.G. Stefan, and S.R.
Alam

° 99/96, May 1999
Simulated Fish Habitat Changes in
U.S. Lakes under Projected Climate
Warming Part 3.  Warmwater Fish
in the Contiguous U.S.
X. Fang, H.G. Stefan, and S.R.
Alam

° 99/85, April 1999
Free and Moving Boundary
Problems in Geophysical Systems
V.R. Voller and J.B. Swenson

° 99/86, April 1999
An Adaptive-Mesh Control-Volume
Approach for Groundwater Flow
Through an Earthen Dam
J.B. Swenson, M. Bakker, and V.R.
Voller

Computer Science and
Engineering

° 99/51, April 1999
Distributed Network Computing
over Local ATM Networks
M. Lin, J. Hsieh, D.H.C. Du, J.P.
Thomas, and J.A. MacDonald
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° 99/52, April 1999
Networked Hyper QuickTime:
Video-based Hypermedia Authoring
and Delivery for Education-On-
Demand
W. Ma, Y. Lee, D.H.C. Du, and
M. McCahill

° 99/53, April 1999
PCR-Assist CBR for Delivering Pre-
Recorded MPEG-2 Transport
Streams
D.H.C. Du, J. Hsieh, H.J. Lee,
and T. Chang

° 99/54, April 1999
Supporting Random Access on Real-
time Retrieval of Digital Continuous
Media
J. Liu, D.H.C. Du, and J. Schnepf

° 99/55, April 1999
A Systematic Approach to Design the
Network-based Learning
Environment for Home and Office
Y. Lee, H.J. Lee, W. Ma, and
D.H.C. Du

° 99/56, April 1999
Virtual Network Laboratory with
Web Executable Content
Y. Lee, W.  Ma, D.H.C. Du, and
J.A. Schnepf

° 99/57, April 1999
Scalable Multimedia Server Based
on Serial Storage Architecture
S. Shim, T. Chang, Y. Wang, J.
Hsieh, and D.H.C. Du

° 99/58, April 1999
Efficient Implementation of RAID-5
Using Disk Based Read Modify
Writes
S. Shim, Y. Wang, J. Hsieh, T.
Chang, and D.H.C. Du

° 99/59, April 1999
Creating a Virtual Network
Laboratory
Y. Lee, W. Ma, D.H.C. Du, and J.
Schnepf

° 99/60, April 1999
Enhanced PVM Communications
over a High-Speed Local Area
Network
S.-L. Chang, D.H.C. Du, J.
Hsieh, M. Lin, and R.P. Tsang

° 99/92, May 1999
Parallel Methods and Tools for
Predicting Material Properties
A. Stathopoulos, S. Ogut, Y. Saad,
J.R. Chelikowsky, and H. Kim

° 99/104, June 1999
Block LU Preconditioners for
Symmetric and Nonsymmetric
Saddle Point Problems
L. Little and Y. Saad

° 99/107, June 1999
ARMS:  An Algebraic Recursive
Multilevel Solver for General Sparse
Linear Systems
Y. Saad and B. Suchomel

Electrical and Computer
Engineering

° 99/62, April 1999
Dimensions of Verifying the
Hardware-Software Interface in a
Shared-Memory Multiprocessor
D. Abts, D.J. Lilja, A. Bataineh,
and S. Scott

° 99/90, April 1999
A Compiler-Assisted Data Prefetch
Controller
S. VanderWiel and D.J. Lilja

° 99/113, July 1999
High Field Electron Transport
Properties of Bulk ZnO
J.D. Albrecht, P.P. Ruden, S.
Limpijumnong, W.R.L.
Lambrecht, and K.F. Brennan

Geography

° 99/108, June 1999
Climatological Mean and
Interannual Variance of United
States Surface Wind Speed, Direction
and Velocity
K. Klink

Geology and Geophysics

° 99/46, March 1999
Viscous Heating:  A Potential
Mechanism for the Formation of the
Ultra Low Velocity Zone
V. Steinbach and D.A. Yuen

° 99/49, April 1999
Dynamics of Plumes and
Superplumes Governed by Mantle
Phase Transitions and Variable
Viscosity
D. Brunet and D.A. Yuen

° 99/50, April 1999
Visualization and Analysis of
Mixing Dynamical Properties in
Convecting Systems with Different
Rheologies
A. Ten, D.A. Yuen, and Y.Y.
Podladchikov

° 99/109, June 1999
Influence of Adiabatic
Cooling/Heating on Rapidly
Rotating Thermal Convection at
finite Prandtl Number
Z. Mistr, C. Matyska, and D.A.
Yuen

° 99/110, June 1999
Fast Collapse of Passive Margins
from Sediment Loading
J. Branlund, K. Regenauer-Lieb,
and D.A. Yuen
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School of Mathematics

° 99/44, March 1999
A Comparison of Experiments and
Simulations on Pinch-Off in Round
Jets
E.K. Longmire, J. Lowengrub,
and D.L. Gefroh

° 99/45, March 1999
Microstructural Evolution in
Orthotropic Elastic Media
P.H. Leo, J. Lowengrub, and Q.
Nie

Mechanical Engineering

° 99/71, April 1999
Instantaneous Energy Separation in
Shear Layer
R.J. Goldstein and B. Han

° 99/73, April 1999
Woven Fabric Composites:  Part I -
Predictions of Homogenized Elastic
Properties and Micromechanical
Damage Analysis
J. Choi and K.K. Tamma

° 99/74, April 1999
Woven Fabric Composites:  Part 2 -
Characterization of Macro-Crack
Initiation Loads for Global Damage
Analysis
J. Choi and K.K. Tamma

Physics

° 99/63, April 1999
Simulation of Amorphous
Polyethylene Oxide:  Including
Hydrogen in a United Atom Model
J.W. Halley and B. Nielsen

° 99/64, April 1999
Lithium Perchlorate Ion Pairing in a
Model of Amorphous Polyethylene
Oxide
J.W. Halley, Y. Duan, L.A.
Curtiss, and A.G. Baboul
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° 99/65, April 1999
Model for Polaron Structure in
Rutile
P.K. Schelling and J.W. Halley

° 99/47, March 1999
Application of Pauli-Villars
Regularization and Discretized
Light–Cone Quantization to a (3 +
1)-Dimensional Model
S.J. Brodsky, J.R. Hiller, and G.
McCartor

° 99/82, April 1999
A Three-Dimensional Simulation of
the Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability
K.A. Keller, R.L. Lysak, and Y.
Song

° 99/83, April 1999
MHD Waves in a Three-
Dimensional Dipolar Magnetic
Field:  A Search for Pi2 Pulsations
D.-H. Lee and R.L. Lysak

° 99/84, April 1999
The Role of Alfvén Waves in the
Formation of Auroral Parallel
Electric Fields
R.L. Lysak and Y. Song
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